PROGRESS THROUGH RESEARCH

NCISM SCHEMES
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
FOR
RESEARCH & PUBLICAITION
IN COLLABORATION WITH CCRAS

NCISM signed MoU with CCRAS to work together to enhance research culture and to develop an ecosystem for the same in Ayurveda institutions.

SPARK PROGRAM-

- As an outcome of this MoU a Studentship Program for Ayurveda research Ken (SPARK), for 100 undergraduate students of Ayurveda colleges was launched last year. A studentship of Rs 25000 per month for two months was given to 100 UG students. Looking at the success of this program, CCRAS proposed this studentship to 300 students this year.

PG-STAR PROGRAM-

- Under this MoU CCRAS has launched Scheme for Training in Ayurveda Research for Post Graduate Scholars (PG-STAR) this year for which registration link is available on CCRAS web site. A studentship of Rs 100000/- will be given to 100 selected PG students for their dissertation work.

LITERARY RESEARCH-

- CCRAS is giving grant for literary research to the individuals & also working in collaboration with the teaching institutions for research purpose., All the above-mentioned initiatives by the NCISM/CCRAS are for promoting research/innovation culture among the students & teachers of the Ayurveda institutions. You are advised to disseminate this information among the students & teachers of your institution & promote them to participate in these activities. Any activities promoting research & innovations conducted by your institution will be highly appreciated.
PUBLICATION GRANT

NCISM decided to give publication grant to the eligible candidates for publication of research papers in quality journals as per the guidelines issued by the NCISM. The application forms for publication grant will be made available on NCISM website soon.

- The publication grant is not for the research work but for the publication of research work done by the researcher i.e. teacher, PG student of recognised Ayurveda colleges & UG students who got stipend for studentship under SPARK program. The registered medical practitioners of Ayurveda are also eligible to apply for the publication grant.

- Publication in the journals indexed in Pub Med/Scopus/Web of science shall only be considered eligible for publication grant.

- The NCISM will also provide financial assistance for language editing &/or statistical analysis of the manuscript/paper by the third-party agency based on the research done/data generated by the researcher. The agency shall be a registered one having GST number.

- Article processing charges fees paid to the journal will be reimbursed by the NCISM to the researcher after submission of acceptance letter for publication from the journal & verification by the committee.

- For multiple author publication, the publication grant shall be given to the corresponding author of the publication.

- The publication grant shall be applicable for the publications published/accepted after 1” June 2023.

- Ministry of AYUSH has created five Ayush Distinguished Scientist Chairs for the development of research ecosystem in the Ayush institutions, which was communicated to you dated 28/4/23. Your institution may utilise their services as mentors.
ANVESHANAM: RASA-BHASMA

Board of Ayurveda, NCISM, is inviting proposal from the Department of Rasashtra & bhaishajya Kalpana or teachers of Rasashastra of recognised Ayurveda institutions & Ayurveda practitioners for preparation of new "Rasaushadhi" or "Bhasma of new material" which is not described in any Ayurveda classical texts. The proposal shall be.

- Innovative but connected with the tradition,
- Having clear idea & logic (Tarka) of process,
- Having some understanding regarding chemistry & chemical technology of the process.
- Having clear idea & logic (Tarka) regarding indication/s of the "Rasaushadhi"/"Bhasma".
- Preferably with traditional name.
- Construction of "Shloka" for new "Rasaushadhi"/ "Bhasma" will be highly appreciated.